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Abstract. We explore the potential of optical computed tomography
�optical-CT� and optical emission computed tomography �optical-
ECT� in a new area—whole organ imaging. The techniques are imple-
mented on an in-house prototype benchtop system with improved
image quality and the capacity to image larger samples �up to 3 cm�
than previous systems based on stereo microscopes. Imaging perfor-
mance tests confirm high geometrical accuracy, accurate relative
measurement of linear attenuation coefficients, and the ability to im-
age features at the 50-�m level. Optical labeling of organ microvas-
culature was achieved using two stains deposited via natural in vivo
circulatory processes: a passive absorbing ink-based stain and an ac-
tive fluorescin FITC-lectin conjugate. The lectin protein binds to the
endothelial lining, and FITC fluorescense enables optical-ECT imag-
ing. Three-dimensional �3-D� optical-CT images have been acquired
of a normal rat heart and left lung and a mouse right lung showing
exquisite detail of the functional vasculature and relative perfusion
distribution. Coregistered optical-ECT images were also acquired of
the mouse lung and kidney. Histological sections confirmed effective
labeling of microvasculature throughout the organs. The advantages
of optical-CT and optical-ECT include the potential for a unique com-
bination of high resolution and high contrast and compatibility with a
wide variety of optical probes, including gene expression labeling
fluorescent reporter proteins. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation En-
gineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2709858�
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1 Introduction

Optical computed tomography �optical-CT� is the optical ana-
log to x-ray CT and has been under development for some
years for the purpose of achieving high-resolution three-
dimensional �3-D� dosimetry in radiation therapy.1–3 These
systems were first-generation devices �i.e., a scanning laser
with point detector photodiode� that were slow but had high
inherent accuracy by virtue of effective minimization of the
detection of scattered light.4 In optical-CT, 3-D images of the
distribution of optical attenuation throughout a sample are re-
constructed from “projection images” of light transmitted
through the sample. Second-generation systems5–7 achieved
an order of magnitude increase in speed using CCD area de-
tectors but exhibited a potential for image degradation for
samples a with a significant light-scattering component.4

More recently, optical-CT techniques have been applied in
attempts to image structure and function in biological
samples.8,9 Sharpe et al.8 achieved exquisite 3-D optical-CT
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images of the distribution of light-absorbing LacZ reporter
stain in 11.5-day-old mouse embryos. Oldham et al.10–12 ac-
quired 3-D images of the whole microvasculature network in
�1 cc unsectioned xenograft tumors with a combination of
high spatial resolution and high contrast. The feasibility of
optical emission computed tomography �optical-ECT�, the op-
tical analog of single photon emission computed tomography
�SPECT�, has been demonstrated for imaging the 3-D distri-
bution of gene expression through fluorescent reporter pro-
teins in mouse embryos.9 In optical-ECT, 3-D images of the
distribution of emitting light sources �e.g., fluorochromes� are
reconstructed from emission images of light emitted from the
sample. Optical-ECT imaging of gene expression was also
demonstrated in Oldham et al.,12 where images were recon-
structed of the 3-D distribution of viable cells in unsectioned
HCT116 human colon xenograft tumors, which had been
transfected with constitutive red-fluorescent-protein �RFP�.
Coregistered images of the macroscopic microvasculature net-
work were acquired, in the same tumors, from both
optical-CT imaging of a light-absorbing stain and optical-ECT
imaging of a fluoroscein �FITC�-lectin conjugate.
1083-3668/2007/12�1�/014009/10/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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In all these works investigating the potential of optical-CT
and optical-ECT for biomedical imaging, imaging was per-
formed on a stereoscopic microscope, with in-house customi-
zation to enable tomographic imaging through sample rotation
in the field of view of the microscope. Samples were imaged
ex vivo, to enable effective optical clearing, which is an es-
sential prerequesite for high-quality optical-CT/optical-ECT
imaging. Imaging accurate in vivo functional information is
entirely feasible, however, because optical stains and fluores-
cent markers can be applied/generated in vivo such that rep-
resentative staining is achieved for subsequent imaging
by optical-CT/optical-ECT. The principal attractiveness of
optical-CT and optical-ECT were demonstrated, in that high-
resolution �10 to 100 �m, depending on sample size� and
high-contrast coregistered 3-D images of a wide variety of
optical probes for structure and function can be acquired for
relatively large intact samples. Other methods of imaging
small biomedical samples are micro-CT,13 micro-MRI,14 and
micro-PET.15 Each of these has its own advantages with
unique sources of image contrast. However, the compatibility
of optical ECT with fluorescent reporter proteins yields sig-
nificant opportunities for imaging gene expression at high
resolution in a manner unavailable to these techniques. The
lack of requirement for sectioning offers advantages over con-
focal microscopy,16 conventional microscopy, histological
sectioning techniques, and optical-CT,17 both in terms of con-
venience but more importantly in preserving the 3-D nature of
information.

While intriguing results have been achieved with previous
optical-CT microscopy systems, there are inherent limitations
in attempting tomographic imaging of larger samples on a
microscope with conventional optics. Principal limitations
stem from the limited depth of field from microscope optics,
which are designed to image flat samples, but limitations also
arise from the difficulty in engineering and controlling precise
rotational motion of macroscopic samples in the microscopic
geometry.

In this work, we introduce an in-house benchtop second-
generation system, capable of both optical-CT and optical-
ECT imaging, with improved imaging performance when
compared to the microscope-based system introduced in Ref.
12. The system can acquire coregistered 3-D images of tissue
structure �e.g., microvasculature� and function �e.g., gene ex-
pression� with high spatial resolution and high contrast. Sev-
eral advantages accrue from the release of the restrictions of
the microscopic optical chain. Image formation is achieved by
telecentric optics with increased depth of field, enabling the
feasibility to image larger samples. �A trade-off exists here, in
that as the depth of field increases, the lateral spatial resolu-
tion decreases.7� Furthermore, greater stability and control of
the movement of the sample can be achieved on a benchtop
system, which can lead to higher-quality reconstructions.
Apart from developments in instrumentation and technique,
this paper extends the application of optical-CT and optical-
ECT to new areas. The first 3-D optical-CT images of the
entire perfused microvascular networks of whole unsectioned
anatomical organs are presented. Rat heart and lungs were
imaged after in vivo staining of the microvasculature with
light-absorbing stain. Coregistered optical-CT and optical-
ECT images of mouse heart, lungs, and kidneys were imaged

after in vivo staining with a fluorescent marker. These tech-
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niques have considerable potential for imaging a range of
other structural and functional aspects of organs labeled with
“smart” optical markers, including fluorescent reporter genes.
Recent advances include labeling the HIF-1 response of hy-
poxic tissues,18 tracking of particular cell populations within
whole organs,19 and examining key responses to cell stress,
such as those mediated by NFKappa B.20

2 Methods
2.1 Optical-CT and Optical-ECT Imaging Systems
The experimental benchtop configurations for optical-CT and
optical-ECT, including simplified light paths, are illustrated in
Fig. 1. In both cases, multiple two-dimensional �2-D�
projection/emission images of the sample are acquired in a
step-and-image manner by a CCD camera, as the sample ro-
tates about a vertical axis centered in the glass scintillation
vial. The glass vial contains an optically cleared sample �de-
scribed later� set in a firm agarose gel matrix that ensures the
vial and sample rotate as a single unit. The vial itself is con-
tained within an aquarium �8�6�5 cm� constructed from
antireflection-coated glass and containing an index-matched
transparent fluid. The purpose of the matched fluid is to re-
duce the refraction and reflection of light incident onto the
vial. Index matching was achieved by increasing the concen-
tration of a glycerol solution until minimal refraction was ob-
served. In practice, a 50% glycerol solution �refractive index
1.47� is adequate provided the sample is restricted to central
1/3 of the diameter of the vial. Incident illumination for both

Fig. 1 Simplified light paths through the in-house benchtop experi-
mental setups for �a� optical-CT �transmission mode� and �b� optical-
ECT �emission mode�. The aquarium was made from antireflection-
coated glass and is of dimension 10�8�6 cm. The telecentric lens
system ensured image formation from light traveling parallel to the
optic axis. Incorporation of quality narrow-bandwidth filters improves
image quality by reducing contaminating light.
optical-CT and optical-ECT modes was provided by a Fiber-
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Lite MH100 metal halide illuminator �Dolan Jenner Indus-
tries, Inc., Lawrence, Massachussets�, which has an extended
spectral range that includes a UV component for certain ex-
citation applications. In optical-CT “transmission” mode, a
backlight �Dolan Jenner Industries, Inc.� was connected to the
light source using a liquid optical fiber, to provide uniform
diffuse background illumination of the sample �Fig. 1�a��.
Optical-CT imaging was performed with white light in the
present examples. In optical-ECT “emission” mode, the
sample was illuminated with short-wavelength excitation light
orthogonal to the imaging axis �Fig. 1�b��. The projection and
emission images were captured using a CV-M50 10-bit mono-
chrome CCD camera �JAI Corporation, San Jose, California�
mounted on an optical rail. Coordination of motion and data
acquisition was achieved using an integrated National Instru-
ments PXI chassis, containing a 1042 controller card �Na-
tional Instruments, Austin, Texas�, a MID7604 motor driver
�National Instruments�, and a UNIBLITZ VMM-D1 shutter
driver �Vincent Associates, Rochester, New York� controlling
a VS25S2T1 shutter �Vincent Associates�. The shutter �not
shown in Fig. 1� reduced photo-bleaching in the sample by
exposing the sample only during image acquisition. Precise
synchronization of the step-and-image acquisition sequence
was achieved using LABVIEW code that instigated an incre-
mental rotation whenever an image was written to disk by the
camera.

There are design benefits of the optical-bench system of
Fig. 1 compared to the microscope systems incorporating con-
ventional optics.8–10,12 Principally, high depth of field image
forming optics were incorporated, such that features at all
depths in the sample remain sharp and distinct and in focus.
This was achieved using a telecentric lens system �TEC-M55
computer with a 2� converter, Edmund Optics, Barrington,
New Jersey� which forms an image dominated by light that
traverses parallel to the optic axis through the sample. The
telecentric specifications of the TEC-M55 are a focal length of
110 mm, a working distance of 5.25 to 11.25 in., a field of
view of 6.4 to 16.0 mm, and a primary magnification of 1�
to 0.4�. Telecentric lenses have two advantages for the pur-
pose of parallel ray computed tomograhy: they provide a near
constant perspective across the field of view, and the image
magnification is constant with sample depth. In optical-ECT,
telecentric optical collimation is analogous to the physical
collimation and elimination of scatter of gamma rays in
SPECT. The telecentric collimation improves the approxima-
tion of real image-forming light paths to the ideal parallel-ray
transmission paths assumed in the filtered back-projection re-
construction algorithms, and hence yields improvements in
image quality, especially for large samples. Further benefits in
the bench system include the ability to image larger samples
�up to 3 cm� and a reduced motion point spread function be-
cause of the increased stability of engineering a vertical axis
of rotation compared to a horizontal axis.

2.1.1 Image acquisition
Although the hardware of the bench system is different, the
procedures and process of data acquisition for both optical-CT
and optical-ECT are similar to those of the microscope system
described in Ref. 12. Projections were acquired in a “step-

and-image” manner at small angular increments �e.g., 1 deg�
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through a complete 360-deg revolution. This number of pro-
jections has been found to yield good image quality in prac-
tice, although more projections are required to meet the strict
Nyquist sampling criteria. The central axis of rotation of the
vial was aligned to be coincident with the central column of
pixels in the camera image frame, to ensure consistent projec-
tion �or emission� data for reconstruction. The exposure time
was constant between projections and set as high as possible
without incurring overexposure of the detector.

The combined optical-CT and optical-ECT scanner in Fig.
1 represents a second-generation, fast scanning system when
compared with first-generation optical-CT devices.1–3 The
time for a typical acquisition of 360 projections was about
5 min, a factor three times faster than the microscope system.
Typical acquisition times for first-generation systems are
much longer, often taking many hours to complete. The in-
crease in speed of the second-generation systems arises be-
cause an entire 2-D projection image of the sample is acquired
in a single acquisition of the CCD camera. The downside is
that projection images are susceptible to detection of contami-
nant scattered light, which has the potential to introduce scat-
ter artifacts.4,21,22 This limitation is greatly minimized by ef-
fective optical clearing �discussed later� to minimize the
scatter component. In optical-ECT, acquisition proceeds in the
same step-and-image procedure outlined earlier, with the ad-
dition of narrow-bandwidth optical filters to select both the
excitation and emitting wavelengths. High-quality filters en-
hance the accuracy of image data by reducing the autofluo-
rescent component. The fluorescein �FITC� filter sets selected
excitation and emission wavelengths of 494 and 518 nm, re-
spectively. The DSRed2 filter sets selected excitation and
emission wavelengths corresponding to RFP �558 and
583 nm, respectively�.

On completion of the scan, 3-D reconstructions of the
sample were created using a commercial tomographic recon-
struction software, COBRA �Exxim Computing Corp., Pleas-
antown, California�. Input parameters were adjusted to reflect
the geometries of the image acquisition, as illustrated in Fig.
1. For all acquisitions, the projection or emission images were
of dimensions 576�768 pixels. The field of view corre-
sponding to this image varied with the sample size, as the lens
had a zooming facility. The dimensions of the 3-D recon-
structed volume were 512�512�512, indicating a slight
downsizing of the output. A typical field of view would be
�1 cm, indicating potential for reconstruction at the 20-�m
level for the present inexpensive 10-bit analog camera.

2.1.2 Characterization of imaging performance
Three characteristics of the microscope optical-CT and
optical-ECT system were evaluated in Oldham et al.,12 the
geometrical accuracy of reconstruction, the accuracy of recon-
structed attenuation coefficients, and the spatial resolution as
given by the modulation transfer function �MTF�. In an at-
tempt to investigate the improved performance of the bench
system, a similar evaluation was performed using the same
phantoms where possible. The geometrical accuracy of recon-
struction was evaluated by optical-CT scanning a needle
phantom �Fig. 2�A�� and then comparing locations of the
needles in the optical-CT image with an x-ray CT image, the

latter representing the gold-standard positions. The needle
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phantom consists of a scintillation vial partially filled with
agarose gel �0.75% by weight� and containing a spiral ar-
rangement of thin wires that had been set into the gel in a
vertical orientation. The comparison of needle positions was
performed in the DOSEQA software �Stonybrook University,
www.doseqa.org�, which enabled rigid body translation and
rotation registration between the two 3-D data sets.

Finger phantoms �Fig. 3�A�� were used to compare the
accuracy of optical-CT reconstructed attenuation coefficients
with those determined by a spectrophotometer �Genesys
Spectronic 20, Thermo Electron Corp., Waltham, Massachu-
setts�. The finger phantoms were constructed from 0.75% aga-
rose gel �by weight� and incorporated three or four agarose
fingers of variable optical attenuation. The method of con-
struction is described in Ref. 12. The true attenuation of the
fingers was taken as that measured by pouring the remainder
finger gel into optical cuvettes and measuring transmission in
the spectrophotometer. A green filter was incorporated for
optical-CT imaging, and the transmission wavelength for the
spectrometer was set at 510 nm.

The MTF of the system was determined from an
optical-CT scan of the same phantom used in Ref. 12, a single
human hair set vertically in a gelatin gel centrally in a scin-
tillation vial. The diameter of the hair was measured as 0.07
mm by calipers. The MTF was calculated by taking the fast

Fig. 2 Verification of geometrical accuracy of reconstruction in optica
�B� Overlay fusion image of the axial slice, corresponding to the plane
appear as dark circles� and optical-CT �needles appear as light speck
system, indicating poor quality.

Fig. 3 Verification of the accuracy of reconstructed attenuation coef
containing three fingers of varying attenuation. �B� Plot of attenuation
tometer. �C� MTF curves determined from an optical-CT scan of a sing

function.
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Fourier transform �FFT� of a radon transform of a recon-
structed axial slice through the hair. A correction was made
for the thickness of the hair. We note that the off-axis MTF
will be different at different radial distances.

2.2 Sample Preparation
Previous work in our laboratory explored 3-D optical-CT and
optical-ECT imaging of xenograft tumors containing delicate
fluorescing reporter proteins.12 In the present work, similar
techniques were used to prepare whole rodent organs for im-
aging, with some differences. All samples were whole �i.e.,
unsectioned� at the time of imaging, were optically cleared to
enable visible light penetration, and were set in 0.75% agar-
ose gel in scintillation vials. Significant care is required to
adequately prepare tissue samples for optical-CT and optical-
ECT imaging. Sample preparation is considered as consisting
of two major sequential steps, staining and clearing. There are
different approaches to achieve either step. In this work, the
first “staining” step was achieved by administering a contrast
or labeling agent to the live animal �e.g., by tail vein or ca-
rotid artery cannulation� such that the stain is deposited by
natural circulation of the blood. All procedures were per-
formed under IACUC-approved protocols in our institution.
The in vivo application and deposition of the stain is an im-

sing a spiral needle phantom. �A� Photograph of the needle phantom.
dashed line, of a needle phantom scanned by both x-ray-CT �needles
The corresponding fusion image acquired on the prior microscope

using finger phantoms. �A� Photographic view of a finger phantom
cients of the fingers determined from the optical-CT and spectropho-
an hair orientated vertically in the gel, representing impulse response
l-CT u
of the
s�. �C�
ficients
coeffi

le hum
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portant requisite for the stain to accurately reflect in vivo con-
ditions. Two stains have been evaluated: a passive light-
absorbing stain based on an isotonic ink solution and an active
FITC-lectin conjugate, where the lectin actively binds to en-
dothelial cells and the FITC protein can be stimulated to emit
fluorescent light. The agents were allowed to circulate for
about 4 to 5 min prior to sacrificing the animal. The tissue of
interest was then removed for the second preparation step of
optical clearing.

The principles underlying optical clearing are described
elsewhere23 and involve sample fixation and reperfusion with
graded solutions of first methanol and then BABBs �a 1:2
solution of benzyl alcohol and benzyl benzoate�. The reperfu-
sion greatly reduces light scattering in the tissue by homog-
enizing the refractive index by replacing cellular water con-
tent with a higher-refractive-index solution. The use of
methanol-BABBs is a departure from Ref. 12, where ethanol
and methyl-salicylate were used. The reason is that the latter
has been found to be more effective at preserving the delicate
reporter proteins, but their absence in the present work en-
abled the use of methanol-BABBs, which has a slightly im-
proved clearing effect. Further specifics of the staining and
clearing steps as they apply to individual samples are de-
scribed in the next sections.

2.2.1 Vasculature and relative perfusion in rat heart
and left lung

Optical-CT contrast of the vasculature of the heart and lungs
was achieved by a slow in vivo tail vein injection of a passive
staining isotonic solution of India ink. The ink stain had been
previously spun down in a centrifuge to remove the larger
particulates. The stain was allowed to circulate naturally for
over 5 min before the animal was sacrificed. Tail vein circu-
lation efficiently returns the stain to the heart and then on to
the lungs. The carbon-based ink particles circulate in the
blood stream and stain microvasculature where particles are
trapped in the vascular lining. Microvasculature thus appears
as a high-contrast network of dark vessels in the cleared tu-
mor samples and are suitable for optical-CT.

2.2.2 Vascular and relative perfusion in right mouse
lung and kidney

A combined optical-CT and optical-ECT contrast bolus was
delivered through a tail vein injection to a nude mouse. The
bolus contained a 1:1 ratio of passive isotonic India ink light-
absorbing stain �for optical-CT� and an active FITC-lectin
marker �for optical-ECT�. The dual staining approach opens
the potential for multimodal optical-CT/optical-ECT imaging
on the same tissue sample, and thus represents a powerful
combinatorial technique. Lectin actively binds to endothelial
cells of the microvasculature, fixing the fluorescent FITC
probe to the vasculature of interest. Five to ten min post-
application, the mouse was sacrificed, and the tissue of inter-

est was removed for sample clearing and imaging.
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3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Imaging Performance of the In-House Benchtop

Optical-CT System
The geometrical accuracy of the benchtop optical-CT system
is illustrated in Fig. 2�B�, which is a fusion image of a spiral
needle phantom imaged by both optical-CT and x-ray CT. The
registration and comparison of needle positions in both data
sets was done in 3-D, although just the central slice compari-
son is shown here. The corresponding image from the same
experiment performed on the microscope system is shown in
Fig. 2�C� �reproduced from Ref. 12�. Several striking im-
provements are immediately apparent from comparison of
these figures. First, the quality of the needles reconstructed
from optical-CT acquired on the bench is superior to that from
the microscope system. Needles appear better defined as cir-
cular points, have less pronounced “star” artifacts, and have
even value from the inner needles to the outer margin of the
phantom. In comparison, needle images on the microscope
system appear distorted �e.g., have streak artifacts�, with the
severity of distortion increasing with radial distance from the
central axis. This observation is attributed to the limited depth
of field of the microscope optics. During acquisition, as the
sample rotates, the same needle appears to come in and out of

Fig. 4 Transmission and emission images through various optically
cleared rodent organs. �A,B� Transmission images of a rat heart and
left lung, respectively, stained with passive absorbing stain. �C,D�
Transmission and emission images, respectively, of left lung of mouse
after double-staining with both active and passive agents. �E� Emission
image of mouse kidney stained with an FITC-lectin conjugate vascular
marker.
focus as its depth changes, and the range of depths increases
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with radial distance from this axis. The result is blurring and
inconsistencies of needles in different projections, leading to
artifacts in the reconstructed image. A second observation
from Figs. 2�B� and 2�C� is that the bench system is able to
reconstruct all the needles in the phantom, even out to the
edges. In practice, this opens the potential of the technique to
larger samples. The agreement of needle positions between
both modalities �x-ray and optical-CT� indicates accurate geo-
metrical reconstruction in optical-CT on the bench to within
experimental error of �0.2 mm.

A photograph of the finger phantom used to determine the
accuracy of reconstructed attenuation coefficients is shown in
Fig. 3�A�. The corresponding plot of attenuation coefficients
determined by optical-CT and independently by spectropho-
tometer is shown in Fig. 3�B�. A linear correlation is ob-
served, indicating that the technique can accurately image the
relative amounts of stain in different regions of the sample,
and may enable quantitative metrics to be developed. Repeat
experiments have verified that the noise in Fig. 3�C� �i.e.,
departure from straight-line fit� reflects the experimental chal-
lenges of creating small fingers of uniform known optical at-
tenuation and similar refractive index as the host gel. The
MTF of the bench system deduced from an axial optical-CT
scan of the gelatin scintillation vial phantom containing a
single human hair, aligned on the central axis of rotation, is

Fig. 5 Optical-CT images of a rat heart. The vasculature of the rat he
black ink. 3-D orthogonal views of the ink-stained rat heart, correspon
A 3-D rendering of the rat heart, with opacity windowed to illustrate th
vasculature, and myocardial perfusion is visible. Abbreviations are: L
RV—right ventricle, CA—coronary arteries, AV—aortic valve, and PV
shown in Fig. 3�C�. Corrections were made for the thickness
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of the hair and the background attenuation signal of the gel.
Three MTF curves are shown: two correspond to different
zoom settings on the quasi-telecentric lens on the present
benchtop system, and one corresponds to the MTF of the
previous microscope system �reproduced from Ref. 12�. The
curves illustrate that the highest resolution is achieved in high
zoom mode, where detail at the 50-�m scale can be imaged.
While this resolution is insufficient to image individual cells,
it is sufficient to image subtle microvasculature and other bio-
logical and structural features on this order of scale. The
curves also show that the bench system has approximately
double the spatial resolution of the previous microscope sys-
tem. This surprising result is attributed to a reduced motion
point-spread function.

3.2 Optical-CT of Rat Heart and Left Lung
Single optical-CT projection images of the rat heart and lung
stained with absorbing stain are shown in Fig. 4�A� and 4�B�.
In these images, the dark stain �light absorbing� is apparent
lining the walls of the vasculature of the heart where the
carbon-based stain particles get trapped in the vascular lining.
Even though a relatively low-spec analog camera was used
�576�768 pixels�, a high level of detail is observed in these
projection images. This detail is achieved only with an effec-

stained by an in vivo tail vein injection of light attenuating isotonic
the planes indicated with dotted lines, are shown in �A�, �B�, and �C�.

nary arteries, is shown in �D�. Exquisite detail of the coronary arteries,
t atrium, RA—right atrium, AA—ascending aorta, LV—left ventricle,
onary veins.
art was
ding to
e coro
A—lef
tive optical-clearing procedure. Orthogonal views through the
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corresponding 3-D reconstructed optical-CT data of the rat
heart are shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5�A�–5�C� are orthogonal
views through the reconstructed heart along the planes indi-
cated by dotted lines in Fig. 5�A�. Pixel values in these recon-
structed images reflect the optical attenuation coefficients in
the heart. Light regions correspond to high attenuation, and
hence presence of light-absorbing stain. Exquisite visualiza-
tion of the major and minor arteries and microvasculature of
the heart is observed. The major anatomical components of
the heart are clearly visible, including the atrium, the right and
left ventricles, the mitral valves, the ascending aorta, and pul-
monary veins. A surface rendering of the same data illustrat-
ing the coronary arteries is shown in Fig. 5�D�. While inter-
pretation of major features is unambiguous in these images,
comparison with standard histological sectioning was per-
formed to evaluate correlations in more subtle features. Figure
6�A� shows an axial optical-CT slice through the heart. A
corresponding eosin-stained histological section is showed in
Fig. 6�B�, revealing viable cytoplasmic material in pink �color
online only�. Hematoxylin staining was omitted, as the dark
purple coloration would mask any ink signature. Ink visual-
ization was not readily identified on the eosin sections be-
cause of ink loss during section preparation. Follow-up histo-
logical sections of the three labeled regions in Fig. 6�B� were
therefore prepared with a less intensive processing procedure.
20-�m slices were sectioned from samples embedded in par-
affin wax using a microtome. The sections were heated to
melt the paraffin and gently washed twice in xylene before
mounting on a glass slide for photomicroscopy. Control sec-

ction of a rat lung, showing regions of high perfusion �light�. The
ating isotonic black ink. �D� 3-D rendering of the same lung lobe with
Fig. 6 Histological sections of the rat heart in Fig. 5 to determine the
distribution of vasculature staining in heart tissue �scale bar=1 mm�.
The optical-CT slice is shown in �A�. �B� is a corresponding eosin-
stained section showing viable cytoplasm in pink and indicating three
regions followed up with a no-stain �i.e., no hematoxylin or eosin�,
minimal wash processing technique to preserve the ink stain. Regions
1 and 3 exhibit higher perfusion �ink staining� in the optical-CT im-
age, and this is qualitatively confirmed in the corresponding histologi-
cal sections. Strong staining is also observed lining the coronary artery
wall. All section images were acquired at 10� magnification �color
online only�.
Fig. 7 �A� to �C� Orthogonal views through the optical-CT 3-D reconstru
vasculature of the rat lungs was stained by a tail vein injection of light attenu
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tions were prepared identically on rat heart samples that had
no ink staining. 10� magnification images are shown in Fig.
6 for the three representative regions �1 to 3 in Fig. 6�B��.
Contrasting these images with the control image, ink staining
is clearly visualized in all three regions. Regions 1 and 3
appear to show a greater degree of ink staining than region 2,
and this qualitatively correlates with the optical-CT slice,
which also shows less attenuation in region 2. Strong ink
staining was also observed lining the walls of the coronary
artery, as indicated in the upper-right subfigure. The histologi-
cal confirmation of effective vasculature staining of a wide
range of vessel diameters �both large and small vessels� bodes
well for the potential for the development of quantitative vas-
cular metrics for optical-CT, although this effort is outside the
scope of the present work.

Orthogonal views through the optical-CT reconstructed
data of the rat lung stained with absorbing stain is shown in
Fig. 7�A� and 7�D�. Light regions correspond to regions of
high light absorption, and thus higher stain uptake. The
amount of stain deposited in different regions is directly re-
lated to the blood perfusion of those regions, and so these
images reflect a 3-D perfusion map of the lung. The major air
passages of the bronchi are clearly visible as dark tracks
through the lung, representing a lack of attenuating stain. Sub-
stantial high-resolution variation in intensity of perfusion is
visible throughout the lung generally consistent with known
inhomogeneities of lung perfusion.24 In particular, the upper
regions of the lung are observed to have less perfusion in
general than the lower outer regions. A detailed comparison
with histological sectioning �selected views are shown in Fig.
8� confirms that vascular density and staining is higher in
regions indicated in the optical-CT images. Comparison with
the control image reveals clear evidence of ink penetration
throughout the microvasculature, which is observed in re-

Fig. 8 Histological sections of the healthy rat lung shown in Fig. 7
�scale bar=1 mm�. Labeled regions 1 and 2 correspond to regions of
low and higher perfusion, respectively, as indicated on the optical-CT
slice �upper left image�. This result is confirmed by histology, which
shows high vascular density and staining in these areas. Histological
preparation was the same as that for Fig. 6. Strong ink staining is
observed lining major vessels, in capillaries lining bronchioles, and
also in smaller capillaries surrounding alveoli cavities.
peated circular or elliptical patterns reflecting cut-planes
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through the alveoli and bronchioles. Although the sections
show that a relatively small volume of space contains stain, a
high proportion of tissue volume �i.e., vasculature� contains
the stain. This is because the lung is essentially a vasculature
network around air-spaces. The optical-CT images are not of
sufficient resolution to image on the alveolar scale, and the
“volume-averaged” effect is that there is significant stain in
each reconstructed voxel. The amount varies spatially
throughout the lung. The histological sections confirm regions
of low perfusion and high perfusion �regions 1 and 2, respec-
tively�, as indicated in the optical-CT scan. Strong staining is
also observed lining larger vessels and bronchioles. As with
the heart images, the fact that efficient stain penetration is
observed into the smaller vessels around the alveolar cavities
bodes well for the development of quantitative metrics for
optical-CT.

3.3 Optical-CT and Optical-ECT of Mouse Lung and
Kidney

Orthogonal views through the 3-D reconstructed optical-CT
and optical-ECT data of a right mouse lung, which had been
doubly stained for vasculature using both the passive �absorb-
ing stain� and active FITC-lectin endothelial marker, is shown
in Fig. 9. In both data sets, lighter regions indicate high up-
take of the labeling marker �absorbing stain for optical-CT
and FITC-lectin for optical-ECT�. The two data sets were ac-
quired sequentially without moving the sample between ac-
quisitions, such that a high degree of coregistration is ob-
served between the two data sets. The basic outline of the
anatomy is consistent between the data sets, and the three

Fig. 9 �A� to �C� 3-D orthogonal views through an optical-CT of a
right mouse lung showing vasculature stained by absorbing stain. �D�
to �F� Independent optical-ECT images showing vasculature stained by
the FITC-lectin conjugate. Although general agreement in structure is
observed, the arrows indicate apparent differences that may be in part
attributed to variations in vessel expression of glycoalyx, the lectin
binding site.
lobes of the right lung are clearly visible, as well as other
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prominent lung features. Some commonality of bright en-
hancement is observed in both sets lining the edges of the
bronchial airways and is interpreted as larger vessels lining
the main airways. There are also interesting apparent discrep-
ancies. Regions of enhanced contrast in each data set are la-
beled with green marker �color online only�. The optical-ECT
data shows higher staining in the outer lower peripheral lung
�Fig. 9�D�� and also in the major feeding vessels. Further
experimentation is required to interpret the inhomogeneity of
both fluorescent and absorbing signals represented in these
images. Lectin binds specifically to glycoalyx of the endothe-
lium. Bright regions in the optical-ECT data may correspond
to increased vascular expression of glycoalyx. While the im-
age quality in the upper regions of Figs. 9�A� and 9�D� ap-
pears quite good, blurring and loss of image quality is ob-
served in the lower part of the image. This degradation is
probably caused by the limited depth of field of the quasi-
telecentric lens used in the present prototype system. The pro-
totype lens is quasi-telecentric �i.e., fully telecentric under
certain conditions�, and this approximation may have deterio-
rated in the periphery of this sample.

Figure 10 shows 3-D optical-ECT data of a mouse kidney
stained with FITC-lectin and acquired with the FITC excita-
tion and emission filter sets. Bright areas correspond to high
FITC emission and hence reveal endothelial binding of the
FITC-lectin conjugate. Clear visualization of the basic struc-
ture of the kidney is observed, and inhomogenous perfusion is

Fig. 10 Optical-ECT image of a mouse kidney in which the vascula-
ture had been labeled in vivo with an FITC-lectin conjugate. The sur-
face rendering in �d� shows a laceration in the side wall of the kidney,
which was caused by forceps during removal of the organ.
indicated by the variation in signal in different regions of the
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kidney. The brightest portions are in the cortex, which con-
tains primarily a mixture of glomeruli and tubular epithelium.
This is the most highly perfused region of the kidney. The
central portions of the organ are primarily collecting ducts,
which are not as highly perfused.

4 Conclusions

In our prior work, optical-CT and optical-ECT techniques
were implemented on conventional dissecting microscopes
and applied to imaging small embryos and xenograft tumors,
all of which were �1 cm in maximum dimension. The
present work implements these techniques on an in-house
benchtop system with improved optics and mechanical stabil-
ity, which enables application to much larger samples �up to
3 cm�. Two methods of optically labeling/staining tissue were
investigated: passive intravascular and active intravascular. In
both methods, the label/stain was administered by tail vein
injection and subsequent natural circulation around the body.
Optical imaging was enabled by application of an optical
clearing procedure, which rendered even large samples of tis-
sue almost completely transparent while preserving both ab-
sorbing and fluorescing optical contrast in the original condi-
tion. For the first time, optical-CT and optical-ECT data are
acquired of fully formed mature whole rodent organs. The
major arteries, microvasculature, and relative perfusion distri-
bution of a mature rat heart is shown in detail, as revealed by
optical-CT after in vivo staining with a light-absorbing stain.
Similarly, optical-CT images of a rat lung revealed exquisite
detail of the bronchi and relative perfusion distribution
throughout the lung. Histological sections confirmed regions
of dense vasculature visualized in optical-CT/optical-ECT im-
ages. Coregistered optical-ECT and optical-CT images of the
right mouse lung, doubly stained with both passive and active
markers, revealed fine detail of the lung vasculature. While
3-D perfusion imaging can also be obtained by alternative
techniques �e.g., micro-CT and micro-MRI�, optical-CT and
optical-ECT, in conjunction with the optical clearing tech-
niques, have the potential for higher spatial resolution and
contrast and compatibility with fluorescent optical probes,
They may thus yield complementary data with a relatively
inexpensive technology.

In summary, the potential of the optical-CT and optical-
ECT techniques to image the 3-D absorbing and fluorescent
distributions of optical probes in whole organs is demon-
strated. The image quality presented here, while a substantial
improvement over the earlier microscope-based systems, still
represents preliminary work. Significant improvements can be
expected with more sophisticated lenses and motion control
and detector technologies. A wide range of tissue structures
and functionality are expected to be amenable to imaging with
these techniques, limited primarily by the sophistication of the
optical labeling technologies. This is an area of rapid devel-
opment, as indicated by the recent emergence of quantum
dots, fluorophors, and fluorescent reporter proteins. Clinical
potential may exist in the future through, for example, smart
optical labeling of disease in vivo followed by biopsy and 3-D

histology by optical-CT/optical-ECT.
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